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Overview

- General information about RISM
  - International joint project
  - Aims for the detailed description of musical sources
  - Independent working groups in 37 countries
  - Series A/I: Individual prints before 1800
  - Series A/II: Music manuscripts after 1600
  - Series B: Sources on specific topics
  - Series C: Directory of music research libraries (sigla)
  - RISM online catalog
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RISM online catalog

- 1,046,662 records
- 2,563 repositories
- 894,071 records on manuscripts
- 428,339 records for printed music
- 4,603 mixed
- Records from 44 countries
Major data additions planned

- Data from RISM France
- ICCU musica
- National Library of Spain (Madrid)
- National Library of Austria (Vienna)
New release 2017 (if grant accepted)

- Improvements proposed from survey (some just now)
- Better integration of RISM authority files
- Links to external content via GND or VIAF
New volume in Series B

Volume no. XVII:

Die Triosonate. Catalogue Raisonné der gedruckten Quellen.

Edited by Ludwig Finscher, Laurenz Lütteken and Inga Mai Groote, assisted by Cristina Urchueguía, Gabriela Freiburghaus and Nicola Schneider.


1 volume and database
Survey

Results on the website:  
www.rism.info/en/community/survey.html

See also News
RISM sigla - Cooperation with AMA

- Content of Series C will be included in Muscat and merged with the RISM sigla database
- Guidelines have been made
- Test successful
MUSCAT, the new cataloging program

- Browser based and platform independent
- Free of charge
- For both A series and B 1 and B 2
- Kallisto users must change on a cutoff date (TBA)
- Online tutorials and videos will be available
- Introduction courses can be organized
THANK YOU!

RISM Zentralredaktion
www.RISM.info